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Scientists and the Press:
Are They'Really Strangers?

Since C.P. Sn014 postulated the-gap between scientific

and''literary Cuithres back in the 1950Si science:,lournalists

have emphasized the..."cheim" that:Mahy.'Of them perceive between.

theinselVetand .their.sCientific sources. Traditihil has it that
. -

scientists .and ojohrhallsts.,simply do not..get- a ion g that on'the.

few occasiqhs they:do Come ci..gether, the :eriqoUnters. are tense

ones. :I,

The science'wriOr. is iitly to lay- part of the blaine

for, this perceived state 'bf affairs at the feet of the
,.r

; ,.

scientists, 'arguin4 that, among qther prOblemi, the average
. 7:-

Scientist eficounterEC:a journalist so rarely that he' or she has

little understanding of or 'syipathli for.phe newsprqcess.

S,

.,,

uch a. scientidt, they suggest, regards 'the preis ad :an
,

,- T
appaRitiol and,. if given a choice, would'Svoid. contact with

, ,

journalisti. in her book abxt the 'f44; scientists whO hive
,, t

, , %,

become media ",stars!' in the United Statdi, Rae Goodell

encapsulates the scien0e writer's visigh of the naive

scientist- .-
4

I

.A pale, balding, bespeptacled professor in a
white laboratort'coat steps to the microphone, blinks
,uncomfortably at the bright camera lights, unfolds sa
prepared statement from his pocked reads it '

:verbatim in h guaverihq voice.- . . .Mercifully, the

°, slip pda efuliii back to his beloved laboratory.'
session' short, and the scientist is allowed to



- 2

To, date', `no data-havt,been made available that,vould
' 1

*allOw reseletcherd to confirm or deny the stereotypib'notion
, . ,-

that theaveragescientist rarely comes into contact with

`joirnalists.3 ;Is he or she truly such,a stranger to the press?
V. . d 0

And how ,I.s amount- of contact, among other variableist relate& to
.

si

,.
cientiSte attitudestoward mass medial coverage. of-sciente?

... -
- .

'ThillA. study attempted to answer, some of thbse questions'.
...

.

.

INe, were interested ill measuring the amount of contact between
.' .1

. r

1
scientists .,and journalists among a .sample 'of university

1

scientists on two Ohio campuses. Additionally, we'explore0Y. -
vaLables/that might affectithe:Amount of Acientist/journalist,

J. J;,

interaction and'also looked:at the.efft of contaCtamong .

other variables, on scientist aty.tudeSabOnt Tress

-./coverageOfscience.

pypotAeses

oeterminanis ofamenint of contact:
.

As noted abovdo, the investigators,could find no studies

documentingifteqdencyof,contact, between scientists and.
.4

journilists. But we decided to hypOthesizeAhat the avprage,

scientists would not have encountered a 'journalist not only

4
because the position is in hardony with anecdotal evidence

go

from science writers but.also because. other evidence indirectly,

sugges.03 iirch a:hypothesis. .-46...:,

For elcample,
)

the small eercentage of editbrial'spaCe in
-/ -,, .

l.

newspapers given over to science news.implies that journalists
s' :

do not seek out great numbers of scientists. In a rat study
4

*a



Nunn his found that mewspapers in 1971 provided only Mt of their

-

editoiial space for science .neVs, and tha percentage actually

detrdased in 197/.4 Since the newspaper s the medium most

likely to be in contact with scientists in a giveit'c6mmunitk."

such a(finding seems, if anything, to indicate a decreasing

unt of interactionbetweeientistsand journalists.
. . .

Finding& f*tian the sociology'of science literature also

point to'lack.of contact .between many scientists and

journalists. For example, one would 'expect that journalists

are most likely to _,Varteract-with what is termed by:socioldgists'

-7the:"actiVe4 'scientific .community, those Whoare involv&I in

'Abing research,,publiring their, results and communicating

with one another.. But according:to.de Solla Price, that

pc5mmunity may aaountAtono'vore than .2411.of the total

population of scientists in thii.United States, sine' many

scientists with Ph.D..degrees never publiih more than one

usually a part of their/doctoral dissertation, and .half

all Ph.o.s'never punlish at all.. If most scientists in.a

given institutional sett are indeed not Pactive;"_then one

would'expect littleoene contact between them.and journalists.
,,,

Finally, ilte reward system in science may make scientists
i

reluctant interact with the press.' Saatntists are rewarded
./.--..

i .

by ?th scientists, not by the public. So ,generating public
. .

, 4 " 'k,

in rmatioA,
r
dccording to sociologists like nigstrom, usualli,

'

does .1.ittle to help the scientist get ahead within science
<

, ,

and in fact can have a-negative effect topa'.scientiat',s

- .r
°

A 5



prestige. 0ne,:c of expegfan individual lb participate sin

process in:which there:are flew rewards and for which.he or.she

might even. be Punished.

Taking all these factors into account, we hypoth4sized;

Hle A scientist is more likely not to have een in

Contact than to have been in contact with a edia

journalist. In other worth!, we hypothesized that-most

scientistsv.in our sample would never haute enountered jourhalists.

Of thOie scientists who have been involved,:in mass '

4

diisemination of science, however, it was felt that.their specialty

area might make.a difference in amount of contact: Once again,,,

no data were available, but Ctae
7 and Olean

8 have indicated

that coverage of the social sciences has-increased

in the last. 10 telS years. Additionally,' social scienti

.have sometimes -noted that journalksts seem less hesitant

tackle psychologicaLor sociological topics than the more

technical areas in the.hard.sciences.9 Thus we posited:

enormouSly:e

A.

H2: Social scientists are more likely to. have- -been

contacted by journalidts for a story than are scientists in

) other fields.
T I

-In a study of doctors and biologists in Paris, Boltanski

andMaldidierl0 found that scientists who occupied' higher

academic rank's 4:n their universities had participated more:in

the mass media dissemination PkOceSs.than,had their lower-ranking

colleagues.

So it was hypothesized:

03; .Higher ranking scientists will have a higher level

a



of involveientlin.mass media, dissemination than will.lower

>ranking scientists.

Determinants oi attltude:

goltanski and Matdidier, in same rrenc0 study, also

found that higher-ranking scientists had more favorable,

attitudesItOWard Mass me 'dia dissemination of science then did

their lower ranking colleagues; So we posited:
,

. H4: The higher ,the scientist's-academic rank, the more ..0

favotably'he., or. she' will evalupte mess iedia'coverage Of

. H
science.

Carter, tn a'studyOf he relationships between n6dicel.
1 . ,

AOctors and journalists,.foOnd that physicians who, had dealt
, . .

. .

with journalists evaluated
.
media coverage' of gcienCe More

.

favorably 'than those who had not.14,,1: _..So it was hypothesized;
,

N5: The higher :the frequency of: contact 6etweena

scientist:and journalitts,, the mor0:-favorably: the sCi

will evaluate massfmediadisseMination.Of'science..-:

'Although-the investigators' could firajno relevant data.,

it seemed logical to conClude'that scientists would evalt.ite

the quality of science coveraggby.mass media differently
_ .

depending on' their familiirity with the particular area of
)

° science being Covered. Thus we hypothesized

AS.T. Sciepiiets Will. more favorably evaluate.mass media

coverage of science outside their' own speCialty.area,than they

will coverage of their specialty areas.
,

Thereffects Of mediators in the. me*dia'dissemination,process

are not known. .Sinceimost scientists are grouped in institutional

1(



settings, mediators -- ;such' as public: information personnelare

feats of )4ee.and often play, an active role as intermediaries

'between scientists and journalists.. If one viewed a mediator*

-as,something of aP!'buffee.bettieen the two, then one tight

hypothesize that mediators could protect-scientists from bad

exiiereinces with media Oeiionriel. So we hypothesized;'

It7eq The greater the proportion bf his or her stories

- generated via-public information, mediators, the more favorably

:the scientist will evaluate mass media coverage of science. .

Finally, since.we had hypothesized earlier that mount of'

Contact with journalists would', be positively associated with
,

attitudes toward mass media coverage of science, we felt that

differential levels of,dontact'With'different types of media
4

reporters would produce variance in preferences among

scientists for further Contact with those reporters. More

specifically, Since we telt that'scientists would be likely to
.

encounter-more print than ,broadcast jdurnalfts, we posited

ficl: 'Given the option, scientists are more likely to

choose contact with a print journaiiat than with a broadcast

jo4'rnali;t.

Method-

Face-to-face interviews were conduqed with a sample pf

scientists-from both Ohio State University and OhioUniversity

during spring' 1970.

; .

:.The samples were drawn separately at each university in

'proportion to the 'size of the cientific fadulty and using. 1-

8
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.

systematic random sampling techniques...A scientistler purposes

of this study.was,an assistant pea3, fessor, associate professor,

full professor or emeritus professor affiliated with physical

or social science departments. natural resources, agriculture,

engineering, nursing or medic ne. 12 The OSU sample totaled

115 scientiats, while 35 were 'drawn from the OU scientist

population.13
z.

An eight-page queitionnaire was constUcted and pretested.
.

Interviewees, who.were students in science writing classes offered

at both universities, then conducted interviews with scientists

over a two-week period.* Most interviews averaged a half hour

in length.
.

'\

Response rate 'for the:OSU sample was'641.7k, or79 of .115.

InterViewers at OU, ocOmpleed-32 of 35, for a response rate .of

91.4%. Response .rate for bdth samples together was,74.74.14

Analysis of the two samples revealed few dissimilarities

across a range-of demographic. variables (see.Tablell.) as well

as across the attitudinal-variaBles'being ,analyzed beloce, so the-
.

dsu and OU samples were merged and will be discussed in the

rest of the paper.as one sample: .

_

TABLE 1 ABOUT Hem
.

Findings
: -

.The "average" scientist. The average scientist in this ,

study was male, in his early to mid 4-0s and had earned the

*The researchers - Gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the
students, without whom in- -depth interviews could not have been

.-oconducted.
* 9



Ph.D. (see Table 1). Re had spent'approXimately 13 years on

the faculty and had authored' about four Journal articles. He

was most likely tObe either lan associate professor or a full

professor, although one in ,five respondents was .an assistant

professor.-

The largest proportion of scientists 134.2%) in the study

were in the hard sciences, including suphlields as physics,

chemistry, and biology. Approximately-One in,..1ive-scientksts'
. . .

was a social scientist, and the same proPortion were involved

insuch applied areas as engineering and computer, Aciences.
. .

(Medicine accounted for 17.1% of the respondents, and

agriculture was the specialty of another 5.4%.

Determinants of amount.ocontict. We had hypothesized

that the average'scientist in this study was more likely

not to havi been contactedby journalists thantO have been

contacted. Our sample disproved this'hypothesis._. Of the 111.

scientists. 54.6% indicaied'theY had granted an interview

with a journalist, While 32.4% hattnot. Using atest for

significant differences. between proportions suggested by.

Blalook,15' one finds 'that. the difference Is significant with

a probability of.l.eas than .Scientists in the sample

indeed weremoret-Iikely to have .been in .contact-with

journalidts than not.*

' In _fact,

involved in a

6

espondents'in-this study had been

4.4o 4.6 interviews with, journalists during

!dearly 100% ofthe'inteiviews tookplace.-their careers.

'face-to-face.

10
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' But could extent of contact be related to such things . ..

--,as a scientistqs-specialty.area? This study had hypothesised

le

V

that social scientists.were 'more likely to have been, contacted

%than'aily other type of scientist, and analysis proved this

to be the case (fee Table 2). ,A larger proportion of social,

scientists (.73) had granted an interview witha journalist

than had scientists in, any 'other specialty, area. Social

,scientists were followed by physicians (.68) with.a0O1ted

scientists (.63) ird an4 hard, scientists (.5d) last; The

test for significan differs res betWeen proportions indicated

the difference between social scientists and physicians was

significant.at p

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

O

Data also indicated that, as hypotheiized, higher

ranking scientists had greater,amounts of contact with .

journalists than did lower'ranking scientists. , Correlating
e

rank mith number of interviews given by a scientist yielded a

Xendall's tau of .29,.significantat p.001.

Summary. Contrary to our-expectations; scientistsin this

study were no strangers to journalists.

The majority of them had been interviewed by a mess
1

media journalisti-and

tl.

e average scientist had been, involvedrin at least four succounters. Social scientists were more

likely to have been .in contact with journiliSts than were

scientists in any other specialty area; although incidence
. .



... to

-0 '

i:

of contact was airly high regardless of specialty area.
I

Additionally, e higher.a scientist's rank, the more interviews.

he had given to journalists.

Detarminants.ok .attitude toward mass Mediar_coverage of

science. AespondintiO general attitudes toward mass media

N.

coverage of science, were measured witwith three'variables. Each

asked the scientist to evaluate.A certain area of coverage-
,

on a five-point scale,. with 1 defined as "very bad, 4, 5 as

"very 'good" and the mid' point'defined as °neutral.," The

first Nquestion, asked /respondents to evaluate. coverage of

science as a who e" by mass media, 'The .second asked.for an

eyaluatickn Of coverage,of a scientist's particular specialty

area by madti-. And the third then- asked the respondent .W
.

evaluate =Overage of science outside his tx her specialty

area.

It was noted above that a scientist's randOas

poiitively related to'frequencv of.contact with the-media. .

.

gut do either rankor fregyence of contact have any
. .

sh4.0to ascientist's of media coverage:Of science ?'

We examined this question blhcorielatirig rank and' level Of

dontact.with the three attitude measures described above.

,Kendall's tau correlations on the whole'were low, but

it:was.iteresting-to note that while both rank and frequency

of contact were significantly correlated with evacuation of

coverage in general, (correlationi Of .1 and .17 at p < .05,
..,

respectively), onl Ank.was significantly-corpelated with a

tr
- .

scientist's oval' A tion of media coverage of his specialty area

12.



(.19 at p .0) and only frequency'of. contact was signiticantIY
correlated,' with scientist' s 'evaluation of mass, media'

,scrferetge of science outside his specialty area (.17 at p < .05) .
7. °mn So while botii rank and- frequency of contact do seem to

/1. A

,°$e naiderately related to a scientist's evaluation,oi the
quality of riass media : coverage of science, rank Seems- tO be

a better predictor of a scientist's evaluittha of coverage
in his own area while simple frequency of contact is 'a
better predictor of evaluation 'of science coverage outside
the santist's ba90.wkck.

This findings suggest that measures of attitude toward
science coverage in general and attitudes about coverage of a
scientibt's own area in specific may be tapping two different
thing it would. Seem logical that a scienti,st.would be more
*atte Ale to coverage of his area of expertise and would be
able' to diffeientiate betweeri his specialty and the rest of
science when making,evaluations.

Hypothesis 6 predicted that scientists indeed would
'differentiate and that they would be more critical: of
coverage of their_own areas than ct4 coverage outside their 'areas.
Data support the.hypothesis. On a scale of 1 to 5 (very bad
to very: good), scientists in.the sample generated a-Mean

.. \

rating. of 2.2 foi therr- specialty.` area and a mean ratingot
2.9 for, ce\verageA of>science outside their area. A t-test
indicated the difference betwee0 the two means was

A

significant at p < .001. Scientists indeed are more critical
of coverage of their own areas than they arsiof. coverage of

4
areas outside-,aveir own.,

o

1



, ;One,reasonsCientidid might be' more Critical,.OfcOverage

of - their:Ownareas i6 Vutt'Ithey:ar! intimately:acquainted'.

with thote:.areas and can easily YrecOgnize.,reportingend

judgmedterrors-in relaterl'atories: This line ofteasoaTiing:-

.argued-that 'the less ..knowledgeable.:the scientist' is about :a

topic, the less critical he,ior she will be 4bout coverage of
f' 1,

'that topic. :Obes an evaluation of sciende, coverage in general,

then- whith dhou44nclude attitudes tOwatd'bOth specialty
- .

- , . . . 7 , .

area and nonspecialty area6--reflect.the more critical attitude.:

toward the former or the less critical evaluation of the

'

latter?

Findings in..this study indicate that the mean evaluation

of science coverage in general (2.8) 'is much closer to the

evaluation of- doverage of areas outside' a-respondent's

specialty area 2.9) than to the evaluation of quality of

coverage of specialty area (2.2) . Once again, this finding

seems to paint out the importance of learning just What we are
. ,

measuring' when we ails for evaluations of general science

doverage.

The extent of use of mediators by scientists in t is

study' had, not relationship whatever to their aititaes out

mass media science icoverage.,. ilypothedid 7 i3ug4ested that a

positive correlation would be found, but tle number of times

a scientist,: dealt with the press through the mediation' of

ublic information personnel had no relationship with his or

her, subsequent evaluation.of the quality 'of science cOverage.

Scientists who did .nOt use mediators were' just as favorable

4 4

4



or .unfavorable about press coverage as scientists who did'utillze

publiCinfOzmation'personnel. -0)

,

Finally, we had hYPot4ePizedthat, respondents woi

prefer to deal-with representatives of the:print.media

than with journalists.-;frOM' the. broadcast 'media...
. .

AeforeYte$Ong.thehypothesisv'we were interest

respondents would compare the quality of science

across magazines, newspapers, radio and ielevisi So we

asked respondents to tell us which medium-does e best job

And which does the worst job of,covering sci ce in general,

and then asked then(' who does the best and 'rst jobs of

covering their ticular s ecialt

Magaiines. were. pieferred Over all edia in each case

(see Tables 3.arld 4). Television was /favored by a higher'

proportion of scientists for general

. were newspapers but when ranking the.

of news about their specialty aieas

favored print ,over broadcast-hia.

science coverage than

worst and best communicators

scientists consistently

TABLES AiD.4 A8OtJT HERE
./

Then we asked resO6ndents to rank the Tour media according

to their preferences for contact.
/ ,

tosuppose that they/were being contacted by a journalist

Thatls, they were asked-

and then were asked, to rank the types of journalists

preferentially, with "1 as the highest ranking and "4." the

lowest. Although the resulting mean rankings support

fit

15
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hypothesis 8; the pre rence.fbr magazines is again clear...
\)

,v

Magazines received an average ranking of 15,, followed py

newspapers at 2.3, television at 20 and rad,toatili.3.:

summary. `Scientists in this study weremaielikely to

be critical,of mass media coverage'of,..their,own specialty'areas

than of-coverage of'science _outside their.area of expertise.

Both ran .and frGquepcy pf cOntact between,a.spient st and the'

ess-were positivWlelated to evaluations of the quality of

gelaeral ptessicoverage, but rank was-a better predictor of a

scientist's evaluation of coverage of hisdpwn speCialty area

while frequency'o, contict. was a tter predictor of

evaluation of coverage outside a respondent's own area.

Extent of a 'scientist's invcilvebent-with mediators
x ,

slich as public Informatian-personnel had no relationship to

his evaluations'ofthe quality of science coverage.

.Respondents in this study showed a distinct preference

for niagazine coverage of, science and fox-magazine journalists.

Discussion.

If this.study is any indication, the'ncition that the

ilverage'scientist has,no experience with the press is invalid.

Respondents had indeed come into contact with journalists, some

four times on the average. And when asked what, their general

reaction to-the next call froma journalist would be, 75%

responded that they "would 'welcome the contact. Another

lit inAicated they would agree to the interview but regarded

the contact as "a necessary evil." Only. 2.2t of this sample*.

16



r . ,

;said : they 711O41d7aVOid anrmoe:.Contact with...the mass medi

Even further'..evidence of :'1oser..lin!c0 betweerr:,scien

IMediaflies-'.in the finding. that 15. of 80 respOndents

sa44jtiley.. have initiated costa a journalist.'. And

. .surprising 30.4.% of 79-.respondents. said that °they. had , written

-at 'least-one story themselves (possibly as a press release) _.fOr
- ,.

gr:

mass media dissemination; Such activities are certainly in

d4reCt contrast,to the "passive/ scientist so often pictured by

science writers.

It would seem that the scientists in this study have had a

,fair amount of experience with the press and, although they

--remain fairly critical of the quality of science writing in the

media, they are open to ftrther contact and seemS to actually

welcome the chance tio interact with journalisti

Although our ''average scientist seems to be a, far, cry

from our original expectations, it 'should be emphasized that
. -

the setting for this study and the mechanics involved in

gathering the data may limit the generalizability of results

somewhat. Because they are in a university setting, the

respondents in this study were- more likely to have come into

contact with student ,journalists than would scientists in

nonuniversity 'environments ; this factor could have increased

the level of contact for the group. 16

Additionally, scientists who truly dislike and avoid the

media are not likely'fto agree to an intervieJ with a journalism

student, either, and nonresponses at the OSU site were fairly

high 'for a face-to-face interview situation. One can only
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guess Ithat a higher response -rate, night have produced a
v

conservative picture..

But the findings do point:" position that is fishable.

ScientislOoday are coming'into contact with journalists, and

that cdntact may be evolving into more i'normari'relationship
,-)

between source and journalist than that ill /percei0ed by

science` journalists: /
,

TWfindings also dO notnot.suppor the sociological bases

wwused to hypothesizelack of contact .among. scientists arid

journalittsFor example,,We hadfelt that-journalistis would

seek. out the relatively small, lUmbe of productive.dcientists
.

ih'any given locale,- since these werethe individuals:engaged in

research. But a meavre4,Af pro ctivity'in this study--number

of journal articles pUblished y a scientist within the last
.

five years-:-showed absolutel no relationship with level of
j

reporter contact 6earson productiLmoment correlation-of -.07).
.;

And studies by- sociologists interesAed 41 normative

aspects of science had led'us tO,predlat that popularization

'would, if anything, be actively avoided- by sciehtisti..k Yet

three-quarters of our samOle'inditated pey.'wopld. 'welcome'
, . /. ..v.?,7

further contact f :1! inalists. 'ObVioUsly, they are not being
.:',, . ....1,0 .

-

negatively rewarded for u ing cormnunication .channels outside
1%

science itseli.A .

//'
*

iThis study also pbints up the importance of examining the

aktitUdes and behaviors of scientists as information sources.

The Boltans i and Maldidier study, in France17'is One of the

.

feio, to do /'so_ while taking into account such important no ive

. ./
m.

,-.----"7.
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mariabXes as peer Statub.apong-scientists. Is it really the
" I "

:Case, as they dOnclude that lower ranking scientists are

reluctant to talk,, .to journaiistp.because:they are'unlet'
substantial pressure to prove themselvesfiret in the scientific

ranunity before 'sallying forth *into the. public. domain? Are .

-

h her ranking scientists; thus more favorabgb toward the m

because they are indeed the74pokesmen" of scienCeAlOr is

''.aititUdeas'saMe social psychologists would argue, positively!

related to nothing more OotTleX than simple',frequency of exposure

to.journalists4 something that in: turn maybe a simple function
, <

of time.,: Both' .rank and frequen of:cOntact are positively
, ,

related to at tudes-in this t dy, buta great deal of research
, ,

needs-to be dome to clear up the ambiguities

'Meaeurement o the attitudes themselves needs more careful

attention in future studies. ,For example,this study found a
_

substantial diffdrence in attitudes depending on whether
lk. .

scientists were queried .about their evaluation of general science
-

coverage or about their ev luations of specific types of

coverage. TiChenor, Olien, Harrison and Donohuen found a similar
. .

discrepancy,b0tween scientists' evaluations of general accuracy
,r,

.of/pcience covvage and their evaluations-of the ac racy of

specific stories, (respoents rated the a uracy the stfecifig,_
\

stories much moreltighlyo,n they did die a cur" -of sci nce
e

news in general). it is important to begin to examl.ne wha Lie

in fact are measur g with general attitud questions and
- 6

,

perhaps to begin to lace more emphasis o attitudes of sources

4-Th toward objects or pr ceases with which they are. reasrably



4

lI r
knowledgeab tri. Scientists, for exainple, are often s.idersgi

'to be expefrt .3,n all aspects of science. put the scientist
confrdtited with questions about coverage of Science outside
his or her oFn. area may in fact provide responses that are no

kinore knowledgeable tiuul those of educated lay person
.

..-.Few attempts have been made in this country to evaluate
the effet of -mediiigtoie.1., on mass media disseilination,pof

science. Since 'scientists are often grouped id., the kinddlif

institutions that utilize-Public.ipforriation Taddiators
.t. _., . .

.make excellent subjects. for exemination. This reseilF
0.,

did.41n.earlibr study of social scientists loY..sassett., tilt,.. , . p,
19 ,

I

mid HoOson, found that nlediatoic really didn't seam to
4.44Z -

illick difference in scientists' attitudes to ard= they pres
SUch a finding is difficult to understand in' lightOf
from accuiacy. studies like th9sp of Tichenor et- .ar-'
indidating that-mass media articles originiting from tress

releases and other mediatov-generated nubl.'icitioris are more

licely to be accurate: than -those based, orPersunal.
.

contact. s are concerned about accuracy but yet-do

not seein'to 'embra an 'available _mechanism that c enhance

4

s

Finally, it:.ifgems-,clear from. this stud that (scientist's

feel that nvigazines- do by 'far the best job o cove ing science.

for the 'interested lay public. ,A.4:1 by it wid giik they

prefer to deal with magazine journa4:ist' rather than a

representative of any other medium. Such attitudes are
interesting in light of the finding that scientists in this

20



sample were not at all likely to have come into contact with

a mag4ine journalist.' Thereporterytist likely to'be

encountered, as.Was newspaper journalist, followed by

television reporters. Roth radio.anemagazine reporters were

rare. Thus in this,specIfic instance) frequency of contact.

seems to have little to do "'with attitude.

One possible explanation foi the preference for magazines

and magazine journalists is that' is most familiar

with that mode of communication. Hithin science, the journal

is the.the dominant means of formal communication. Additionally,

journal publication is- usually associated.with positive ,feelid4s'

since 'it`Is' closely tied to the reward system in:sciende. So'

one might expect scientists to piefer_the type of mass

communication:most-closely associated with their own experience.:

4
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Comparison of 0
Across a Range of

Variable

able 1,

and 00- Scientists-,
escriptive Variables

9

OSU
(n791-

OU
(n32)

- Combined'
( -111)

;Stage With Ph.D.

Average age

Stage male
.

Faculty rank:
assistant prof
:associate prof
'professor
emeritus.
other :

Meiian Pumber of
y ars on_ the faculty

Median number of
journal articles

Specialty area:
hard sciences
social sciences -
applied sciences
medicine
agrAculture

92.4% 90.6%
:

ea ly to mid 40s

91.7% 78.18. .90.

'22.8%
40.5%
31.6%
348%
1.3%

13.2

35.
11.0:
22.8%':
-22.8ts

20.7%
40.5%
34.2%
3.7%
1.8%

13.1

4.3

' 34.2A
4 .43%., 20 :.7%

18.8% . 21.6%
3.1% 17.1*
0 5.4%
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Table 2

Propoition of Scientists.
Stratified by Specialty Area,

riencing Contact with.Journalists at Least Once:

Contacted by journalist?
Yes . No

SoCial scientists .78 '.22

Medical ,scientists .68 .32

Applied scientists .63 .3/

Hard .scientists .42

niu10

(ni.13)

(nim19)

(n -24).

(n-38)



,proportion ofr Reepondeats
.Evaluating the Best and Worst. Media
for Coverage -of Science in General

Best

ranking

Morst,..
JObt
ranking

Magazines, .58.41)
- 0. I ta.

Newspapers .12 (3) .35 (1)

ifelevis ion .27 (2) .29 (2)

Radio .03 (4) .28 (3)

n -100 1.00 1.00

Table 4

Proportion of Respondents
Evaluating the Best and Worst Media'

for. Coverage of Their Particular Specialty Areas*

job/
rst

job/ job/
Aranking ranking

Magaziies .54 (1)v .07 (4)
111

NaraPkperS .22 (2) .22 (3)

Television .08 -(3) .33 (1)

Radio .04 (4). .27 .(2)

.88 .89

:.*120 said their speciality area was not covered

n102
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